We study 1 the relation between user demographic attributes, opinions and emotions on a large sample of Twitter users. Our methodology is based on building models for inferring coarse-grained emotions and attributes from user generated content. We examine various user attributes, including age, gender, ethnicity, income, political preference, intelligence and relationship status. We correlate these demographics with the emotional profile emanating from the users' tweets, as captured by Ekman's emotion classification. We find that some users tend to express significantly more joy and significantly less sadness in their tweets, such as those in a relationship, with children, or with higher than average annual income or educational level. Female users tend to be more opinionated whereas male users tend to be more neutral. Finally, users who are younger, liberal and with a below average intelligence tend to project more negative opinions and emotions.
Introduction
Social media is rising in importance, taking a significant part of our everyday life, with services like Twitter and Facebook used regularly by more than 1/7 th of the world's population. Researches have used the massive volumes of personalized and diverse data produced in such services to study various issues such as the language characterizing user attributes (Schwartz et al. 2013; Bamman, Eisenstein, and Schnoebelen 2014) , romantic relationships in social networks 2 (Backstrom and Kleinberg 2014) , and the relation between personality and the use of such tools (Golbeck et al. 2011; Bachrach et al. 2012; Kosinski, Stillwell, and Graepel 2013) . However, less work has investigated the relation between user attributes and emotions or opinions they express in social media Volkova, Wilson, and Yarowsky 2013) .
We propose an approach for correlating user attributes with the coarse-grained emotions and opinions they project in social media. Carrying out such an analysis requires using a large dataset consisting of many users, described by their demographic attributes, and a large pool of text generated by each such user, described by the emotion or sentiment expressed in the text. Generating such a large dataset is costly; it requires obtaining large sample of social network users, along with pieces of text they produce; 3 the users should then be tagged with their demographic attributes, which are not available or hidden due to privacy settings; finally, each piece of text should be examined to determine the emotion expressed in it.
We use Twitter as our target online social network. Our methodology is based on using crowdsourcing to get demographic labels for a medium size sample of U L = 5, 000 users, then training classifiers to predict these demographic traits from the textual content generated by these users. We then use the trained classifiers to get labels for a much larger sample of U = 123, 513 users. We use a similar method for labeling the emotions expressed in user text, and train an emotion classifier on an initial sample of T L = 52, 925 tweets, then use the classifier to get emotion labels for a much larger sample of T = 24, 919, 528 tweets; however, rather than obtaining the tags for the initial sample through crowdsourcing, we use tweets annotated with emotional hashtags e.g., #disgust, #anger identifying a specific emotion. To perform a reliable analysis of the differences in the emotions expressed between users of different groups, we need our demographic and emotion predictions to be highly accurate. We show that our models outperform the existing state-of-the-art systems as described in the results section. Our high-level methodology is shown in Figure 1 .
Related Work
Emotion detection in social media Emotion analysis 4 has been successfully applied to many kinds of informal and short texts including emails, blogs, chats and news headlines, but emotions in social media, including Twitter, were only recently investigated. Ekman (1992) proposed an emotion classification framework capturing 6 high-level emotions, and researchers have used supervised learning models to determine which emotions are expressed in various texts (Wang et al. 2012; Roberts et al. 2012; Kim, Bak, and Oh 2012; Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2014) . Due to the lack of social media data annotated with emotions and opinions, this line of work bootstraps noisy labeled data for sentiment (Pak and Paroubek 2010) and bases emotion prediction training on hashtags 5 e.g., #happy, #sad or emoticons. This bootstrapped data allows learning models using lexical or syntactic features. We use a similar idea, and build a hashtag dataset annotated with emotions, from which we build models for automatic emotion prediction, significantly outperforming previous models.
Personal analytics in social media Earlier work on predicting user attributes based on Twitter data uses supervised SVM models with lexical bag-of-word features for classifying four attributes including gender (Rao et al. 2010; Burger et al. 2011; Van Durme 2012; Ciot, Sonderegger, and Ruths 2013) , age (Nguyen et al. 2013) , political preferences (Cohen and Ruths 2013) and ethnicity (Pennacchiotti and Popescu 2011) . Other methods characterize Twitter users by applying limited amounts of network structure information (Conover et al. 2011; Zamal, Liu, and Ruths 2012; Volkova, Coppersmith, and Van Durme 2014) . We focus on a variety of previously unexplored personal attributes including relationship status, having children, religious beliefs, education level, intelligence, annual income, optimism and life satisfaction. We demonstrate that these attributes can be effectively predicted using linguistic features. We investigate the relation between emotions, opinions and these different demographic attributes. Some previous work has briefly studied such correlations e.g., the relation between gender and sentiment (Mohammad and Yang 2011; Volkova, Wilson, and Yarowsky 2013) , and personality and emotions on Twitter.
Data
We now describe the various data sources we use to generate our large scale dataset, consisting of both user demographic traits and the emotional classification of their tweets. 5 These approaches do not take into account sarcastic hashtags e.g. It's Monday #joy. But as has been shown, a hashtag is a reasonable representation of real feelings. Moreover, this work relies on emotion hashtag synonyms to outweight the sarcasm factor.
Demographic Dataset
The median number of tweets produced by a random Twitter user per day is small (Volkova, Coppersmith, and Van Durme 2014) . Thus, in order to exclude users who tweet very often (such as celebrities, news, bots etc.) or tweet only occasionally, we first estimate the user tweeting frequency from the 1% Twitter feed. We then randomly sample users who tweet between 4 and 10 tweets per day. Using the Twitter API, we extracted data only for users who tweet (a) exclusively in English (verified via 'language' field), (b) from the US & Canadian time zones (verified via 'time zone' field), and (c) have at least 10 friends. In total we collected 10,741 user profiles and their 200 most recent tweets. 6 To expand our network we crawl the collection of user IDs that the target user is following, otherwise known as their "friends", using the snowball sampling strategy (Goodman 1961) . We randomly sample up to 10 friends per user and extract their profiles along with their 200 most recent tweets. Similarly, for all 10,741 users we extract a collection of user names the target user has mentioned e.g., @HarrysKiss ohhhhhh!!thanksss! or retweeted e.g., RT @daledaleALE: I wish the answers were simple... in their 200 tweets.
As a result, our random sample of a Twitter social network contains U = 123, 513 users and T = 24, 919, 528 tweets. The scale of our network sample makes this study comparable to recent noteworthy large-scale studies (Coviello et al. 2014; Kosinski, Stillwell, and Graepel 2013 Table 1 : Personal attribute annotation distributions for 5,000 random Twitter users collected using crowdsourcing.
Demographic Annotations We take a disjoint set of 5,000 random Twitter users and ask people on Amazon Mechanical Turk to look over their profiles and tweets and judge their demographics. Crowdsourcing annotations is a common practice that has been successfully used for a variety of predictive analytics (Callison-Burch 2009). In Table 1 we present 12 demographic attributes with the corresponding values and the number of annotated profiles for each attribute value used to train the models. For the purposes of this study we binarized all attributes (original annotations are more fine-grained). We take two attribute values that can be easily disambiguated e.g., optimist vs. pessimist and are representative of the US Twitter population.
Emotion Dataset
Similar to other works that bootstrapped noisy data annotated with emotions we rely on the fact that people use the hashtag #sadness or emoticon :-( to indicate that they are sad. For that we collect tweets from the 1% Twitter feed over the last four years with hashtags that correspond to six emotions identified by Ekman (1992) : #joy, #anger, #fear, #sadness, #disgust and #surprise. In addition, we compile a synonym list using WordNet-Affect, Google Synonyms and Roget's Thesaurus. In total we expand our initial emotion hashtag set to 360 emotion hashtags and collect more tweets that contain emotion synonym hashtags.
We exclude tweets with fewer than three words, filter out non-English tweets using Roget's Thesaurus, remove retweets and tweets where hashtags are not at the end of the tweet.
7 Finally, we get about 28,656 tweets collected using the original six emotion hashtags and 24,269 tweets collected using 360 emotion synonym hashtags -T L = 52, 925 tweets total annotated with emotions. We present the distribution of tweets for each emotion in Table 2 . Our hashtag emotion dataset is three times larger than the recently released Hashtag Emotion Corpus (Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2014) but smaller than a prior bootstrapped corpus (Wang et al. 2012 ). However, we show that we significantly outperform all existing emotion prediction models.
External Sentiment Datasets
Sentiment analysis in social media has been studied a lot recently and became a well established task compared to the emotion prediction task described above. Thus, it is possible to take advantage of the existing publicly available resources for sentiment classification on Twitter (Hassan Saif, Miriam Fernandez and Alani 2013 
Methodology
In this section we describe how to build models for userlevel (attributes) and tweet-level (emotion and sentiment) predictions. We then discuss how to measure emotion and opinion distributions for users. Finally, we show how to evaluate emotion and opinion differences between users of different demographic types. 7 Researchers show that middle-of-tweet hashtags may not be good labels (González-Ibáñez, Muresan, and Wacholder 2011 
Tweet-Level Predictions
We assume a set of independent tweets T = {t i }. A tweet is labeled if we know the value of the emotion function E(t): T → {joy, anger, disgust, fear, surprise, sadness} and sentiment function S(t): T → {positive, negative, neutral}.
We define two tweet-based models Φ E (t) and Φ S (t) for emotion and sentiment classification learned from an independent set of labeled tweets described in the data section. These functions map each tweet to the most likely tweetlevel attribute value assignments as shown for the emotion attribute below:
User-Level Predictions
We assume a set of independent users U . A user u ∈ U is labeled if we know the value of the attribute function A(u) : U → {a 0 , a 1 }, for example the ethnicity attribute defined as: A ethnicity (u) = {African American; Caucasian}, children attribute A children (u) = {Yes, No} etc.
We define a set of user-based models Φ A (u) for classifying the 12 user attributes presented in Table 1 . These models are learned from user self-authored content (200 tweets per user T (u) ) and return the most likely user-level attribute value assignment as shown below:
Measuring User Emotions
Given a set of tweets T (u) with predicted emotions, we estimate the proportion or normalized frequency of each emotion e per user. The example emotion distribution for a random Twitter user is shown in Figure 4a .
Finally, given the normalized distribution of emotions for each user we estimate the user's positive emotion score E + (u). For that we subtract four negative emotions -anger, sadness, fear and disgust from one positive emotion -joy:
We exclude the 'surprise' emotion from the E + (u) score because it can be both positive and negative and it is hard to evaluate out of context. However, the remaining 5 emotions can be easily disambiguated.
Measuring User Sentiment
We estimate the proportion or normalized frequency of sentiment expressed by each user. The example sentiment distribution for a random Twitter user is shown in Figure 4b . Given the proportion of sentiment per user, we estimate the user's positive sentiment score S + (u). For that we subtract the proportion of negative opinions from positive opinions as shown below:
We exclude neutral sentiment from S + (u) because we are only interested in measuring the difference between the most extreme sentiment polarities. 
Estimating Emotion and Opinion Differences
We first evaluate whether Twitter users with different attribute values e.g., a 0 = Male vs. a 1 = Female express emotions and sentiment on the same or different levels. For that we group emotion e ∈ E and opinion s ∈ S distributions for a 0 and a 1 users as well as E + and sentiment S + positive scores calculated using the Eq. 3 and 4. We apply a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test. Our null hypothesis H 0 is that a 0 emotion and sentiment proportions tend to be distributed similarly to a 1 values; H a is that they tend to be distributed differently. We then quantitatively measure emotion and opinion differences between a 0 and a 1 users. For that we estimate the averaged a 0 and a 1 distributions over emotions and opinions as µ
, s l ∈ S). We then take the difference between emotion means ∆µ k = µ
Experimental Setup and Results
Our experiment consists of three stages: (1) building emotion, sentiment and personal attribute classifiers to predict twelve attributes for 123K users and label their 25M tweets with emotions e.g., joy, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise or fear and sentiment e.g., positive, negative or neutral; (2) studying diversities between users of different demographic types and the emotions/sentiment they express; (3) measuring the strength of the relationships between demographics and emotions by fitting a regression model to infer demographic attributes from emotion and opinions.
We learn our classifiers using log-linear models Φ A (u) defined in the Eq. 2 using the scikit-learn toolkit.
15 We prefer logistic regression over reasonable alternatives e.g., SVM or perceptron following previous work on predictive analytics and text classification in social media (Smith 2004).
Predicting User Emotions, Sentiment and Demographics from Tweets
For opinion and emotion classification we train Φ E (t) and Φ S (t) models from the Eq. 1 using combined features as:
• LEXICAL: binary unigram bag-of-word features (using higher order ngrams or normalized frequency count-based features does not improve classification results).
• STYLISTIC: elongated words e.g., Yaaay, noooo; capitalization e.g., COOL, MAD; positive and negative emoticons; 16 punctuation e.g., !!!!, ????; number of hashtags.
• NEGATION: append a NEG suffix to every word appearing between a negation and a clause-level punctuation mark (Pang, Lee, and Vaithyanathan 2002) .
17
• LEXICON: presence and score for unigram features from the Hashtag Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2014 ).
• POSTAGS: part-of-speech tags obtained using Twitter POS tagger.
18
In Table 2 we present emotion classification results obtained using lexical, stylistic and negation features (using lexicon and part-of-speech tag features does not improve performance as also reported by Wang et al.) . We compare our models to the results reported in (Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2014) and (Wang et al. 2012 ). Compared to Mohammad and Kiritchenko, our emotion predictors yield significantly higher results for all emotions when trained on our and their combined data using 10-fold cross-validation ∆F M +T : +0.23 F1 improvement in 6 way classification. Moreover, getting more data and adding stylistic features dramatically improves classification for individual emotions e.g., disgust +0.60 F1 and anger +0.43 F1. Furthermore, even though our models are learned from 40 times less data than (Wang et al. 2012) we significantly outperform their models -from +0.08 to +0.26 F1 gain. We learn our sentiment classifier using the same features we used for our emotion classifier. We train our model on 19,555 tweets and test on 3,223 tweets from the official SemEval-2013 test set. Our sentiment classifier yields F1=0.66 (3 classes) which is comparable the top ranked system in the SemEval-2013 official ranking F1=0.69 (Nakov et al. 2013 ) and the current state-of-the-art with more advanced features F1=0.70 (Mohammad, Kiritchenko, and Zhu 2013) .
For personal attribute prediction we learn models from user content e.g., tweets. For that we rely on binary word unigram features. We found that adding higher order ngrams, count-based features or part-of-speech tags does not im- Table 2 : Emotion detection results using our emotion classifier compared to ∆F M (Mohammad and Kiritchenko 2014) . ∆F M are the absolute improvements over their results when we combine both datasets to train a joint model. prove performance. In Figure 2 we present classification results in terms of area under the ROC curve for the twelve attributes outlined in Table 1 . Our results for gender and race (ethnicity) prediction demonstrate significantly higher performance compared to previous work (Rao et al. 2010; Burger et al. 2011; Pennacchiotti and Popescu 2011; Bergsma et al. 2013) . For predicting political beliefs of 'average' Twitter users our results outperform (Cohen and Ruths 2013) models.
Analyzing Emotion and Opinion Differences for Contrastive Demographics
Here we analyze emotional differences between users with contrasting a 0 and a 1 attributes and present the results in Figure 5 . We present opinion differences in Table 3 . Our key findings are discussed in detail below.
• Gender Female users generate more happy as well as sad tweets, while male users produce more surprise and fear tweets. Female users have higher positive emotion scores. In line with other work, our results further confirm that female users are more emotional online (Mohammad and Yang 2011; Volkova, Wilson, and Yarowsky 2013) .
• Age Older (above 25 y.o.) users are 7.5% more positive, generate 4% more joy and 4% fewer sad tweets. Younger users produce more disgust, anger and surprise tweets. Our results are in line with the recently explored "aging positivity effect" in social media that states that older people are happier than younger people (Kern et al. 2014 ).
• Relationship Users in a relationship produce 4% more positive emotions, generate 2.5% more joy and 1.4% fewer sad tweets compared to single users. Single users produce more surprise, anger and disgust tweets. • Children Users without children produce 3.5% more sad and 3.6% fewer joy tweets. Users with children have 6.4% higher positive emotion scores. They produce fewer disgust, anger and surprise tweets but more fear tweets.
• Education Users with a college degree produce 4.7% more joy tweets and have 8.7% higher positive emotion score. In contrast, users with only high school education generate 4.4% more sad, disgust and anger tweets.
• Political Conservative users produce 3% more joy and 1.8% more fear tweets. Liberal users generate 2.6% more sad tweets and have a 7% lower positive emotion score.
• Income Users with higher income (above $35K) tweet 4.9% more joy tweets and have an 8.9% higher positivity score. Users with lower income tweet 4.5% more sad tweets, almost 1% more anger and disgust tweets.
• Intelligence Users with above average intelligence create 3.9% more joy tweets and 3.7% fewer sad tweets. In contrast, users with average and below average intelligence have a 7.1% lower positive emotion score.
• Ethnicity Caucasian users produce 4.2% more joy tweets and have 7.5% higher positive emotion score. African American users generate 2% more sad, 1% more disgust and surprise and about 1% more fear and anger tweets.
• Religion Christian users produce more joy tweets and have higher positive emotion score compared to unaffiliated users, who produce more disgust and anger tweets.
• Optimism Optimists produce 7% more joy tweets and have 13% higher E + whereas pessimists generate 3.4% more sad, about 1% more anger and disgust tweets.
• Life Satisfaction Users satisfied with life produce 6% more joy and 3% fewer sad tweets, and 11% higher E + . Sentiment divergence results in Table 3 (similar to emotion differences) demonstrate that users who are female, above 25 years old, in a relationship, with kids, have a degree, get over $35K a year, are conservative, with above average intelligence, Caucasian and Christian produce significantly more positive opinions. Table 3 : Sentiment differences ∆µ l (the most pronounced differences are highlighted in bold).
Inferring User Demographics from Emotions and Opinions
In Figure 6 we present demographic classification results using emotion and opinion distributions as features. We show that some emotions and opinions are predictive of one attribute value (red), some of an opposite value (blue). For instance, negative sentiment and sadness are predictive for users with no children and users below 25 years old; anger for non Christian users; surprise for single users; neutral sentiment vs. joy, positive sentiment and sadness for gender etc. In addition, we show a dendrogram for attributes (rows) and emotions (columns). It groups data based on row and column similarities using a hierarchical clustering algorithm. We observe that children and age attributes, life satisfaction and optimism are the most similar; negative sentiment and sadness, positive sentiment and joy are quite similar too. Finally, we compare prediction performance using emotions and opinions vs. lexical features only. We observe that some attributes are more linguistically expressed, and therefore, are better predicted using lexical features e.g., gender (-0.16), race (-0.19), relationship (-0.05), children (-0.04), political beliefs (-0.05), religion (-0.05). However, some attributes are better predicted from emotions and opinions extracted from tweets e.g., age (+0.9), income (+0.05), education (+0.02), optimism (+0.06), and life satisfaction (+0.06).
